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Sales partner:

Leaf Remover
EB 490 Professional
Options
 Hydraulic Pre-cutter
Cuts canes and shoots immediately ahead of the leaf remover for
the optimum leaf removal result.
 Foliage sensing
The foliage sensing system allows
the leaf remover head to ‘float’
to maintain an even pressure on
the canopy even in sloping or undulating terrains.
 VITIcontour
On XHD models we offer an optional hydraulic foliage sensing
system which allows the operator
to adjust the intensity to suit the
travel speed.
 Roll-over device
Allows the entire leaf remover
head to pivot 180° to allow efficient leaf removal on a single
side of the canopy only.

Details and illustrations should be considered to be approximations. The products illustrated sometimes include special
equipment which is not part of the standard scope of supply. We reserve the right to make technical and design changes.
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The Binger Seilzug Leaf Remover EB 490 P is the next generation of the
world’s most successful leaf remover.
The counter-rotating rollers gently pluck the leaves from the vines, providing
effective and efficient leaf removal in all canopy styles. One of the rollers is
deeply grooved for improved airflow is also equipped with a patented cleaning comb which prevent build-up on the rollers. The valuable grapes remain
unharmed with this technology so the machine can be used at any time from
flowering until harvest.
The roller mechanism is designed to provide maximum traction on leaf surface which ensures maximum leaf removal is possible, even in wet canopies.
The overall construction is robust, providing longevity and reliability.

We offer a wide range of models to suit every vineyard depending
on the scale or terrain.
 EB 490 Professional HD Single In Row
 EB 490 Professional XHD Single In Row
 EB 490 Professional HDC Double In Row
 EB 490 Professional XHD Double In Row
 EB 490 Professional Overrow

Toolless opening for
cleaning purposes
The high-performance suction fan in combination
with the optimised leaf remover unit provides ‘best of
class’ leaf removal result even at higher travel speeds.
 Cleaning is simple and easy, required little time
and effort.
Robust steel fan impellor does not wear and is impervious to foreign objects.
Debris and leaf matter is expelled through a forward
facing vent to eliminate contamination being directed
onto the tractor.
The grooved plastic roller prevents shoot damage,
even when used immediately after flowering.
Multiple hydraulic adjustments allow the machine to
be customised to your vines.
Greasable bearings for long life and low maintenance.

